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Abstract 25 

Background: The Japanese Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare (MHLW) released a list 26 

of public and municipal hospitals (hereinafter “the list”) that are subject to reevaluation for 27 

hospital function. First, this study describes the functional differentiation status of Japanese 28 

hospital beds. Second, it evaluates the impact of the list release on the number of admissions 29 

in the listed hospitals. 30 

Methods: Firstly, the number of hospitals and beds by the function of listed and non-listed 31 

hospitals in 2019 and 2021 were described using the bed function report. The Controlled 32 

Interrupted Time Series (CITS) analyses were subsequently conducted using Diagnosis 33 

Procedure Combination (DPC) data. Hospitals were divided near the cutoff point of the list. 34 

The outcomes were the number of admissions for gastrointestinal cancer surgery, those 35 

admitted via ambulance, or with a femoral fracture per 1,000 admissions. The exposure point 36 

was the week when the list was released. 37 

Results: A decrease in the total number of beds was observed in 18.9% of the listed hospitals 38 

and 10.2% of others. Changes in bed functions were observed in 19.9% of the listed hospitals 39 

and 12.5% of others. CITS analyses showed that the rate ratio of admissions for 40 

gastrointestinal cancer surgery, those admitted via ambulance, and those with a femoral 41 

fracture in the listed hospital group after the list’s release were 1.001 (95% CI: 0.998–1.004, p 42 

= 0.619), 1.001 (95% CI: 0.998–1.004, p = 0.548), and 0.998 (95% CI: 0.998–1.002, p = 43 
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0.313), respectively. 44 

Conclusion: More prominent trends of functional differentiation of hospital beds were 45 

observed in the listed hospitals. The release of the list did not impact the number of hospital 46 

admissions for gastrointestinal cancer surgery, those admitted via ambulance, or those with a 47 

femoral fracture per 1,000 admissions in the listed hospitals. 48 

 49 

Keywords: Hospital reorganization, health policy, healthcare delivery system, 50 

community-based distribution, hospital bed function 51 
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1. Introduction 53 

Japan has the most aged population in the world, and the accompanying imbalance 54 

between healthcare supply and demand is a challenge. The number of elderly people aged 75 55 

and over will likely exceed 20 million by 2025,1-3 and this aging population is changing 56 

healthcare demands.4 The importance of post-acute and convalescent care is increasing, as the 57 

elderly require more recovery time than younger patients. In contrast, after World War II, the 58 

Japanese healthcare delivery system focused mainly on acute care.4-6 A balanced healthcare 59 

delivery system with adequate supply and demand is required in Japan. 60 

To address this imbalance and achieve an optimized healthcare delivery system, the 61 

Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare (MHLW) introduced a Community Health Care 62 

Vision (CHCV) in 2016.7 The CHCV includes the necessary number of beds by healthcare 63 

function in 2025 and the actual number of beds by healthcare function chosen by each 64 

hospital for each of the 341 vision areas nationwide. Under the system of reporting on the bed 65 

functions,8 each hospital must report its present and future (i.e., 2025) medical functions by 66 

choosing from the following: advanced acute care, acute care, convalescent, and chronic 67 

care.9 A CHCV coordination meeting was established for each vision area,9, 10 composed of 68 

representatives of community medical associations, dental associations, pharmaceutical 69 

associations, nursing associations, municipalities, medical insurers, healthcare providers, and 70 

others. Currently, there is an oversupply and undersupply of acute care and convalescent beds, 71 
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respectively, compared to the demand for such beds. Under the CHCV, each hospital is 72 

expected to promote functional differentiation by voluntarily selecting the functions of its 73 

own beds based on stakeholder discussions within the vision area. 74 

Despite introducing the CHCV, the functional differentiation of hospital beds was not 75 

promoted easily. It was pointed out that the CHCV and its coordination meeting had 76 

contributed little to the differentiation of hospital bed functions.2, 11, 12 One reason for this is 77 

that the Japanese healthcare system depends greatly on the private sector — 68.2% of all 78 

hospitals were owned privately in 2016 13 — and healthcare providers have considerable 79 

freedom to choose hospital functions, making it difficult for the MHLW to promote reform.14 80 

Thus, the MHLW attempted to start with reforming public and municipal hospitals, which are 81 

relatively controllable. The CHCV Working Group led by the MHLW analyzed data on 82 

clinical performance related to the acute phase functions of public, municipal and some 83 

private hospitals serving public utilities in response to the Basic Policy on Economic and 84 

Fiscal Management and Reform, 2019 and 2018.15, 16 As a result, MHLW designated 424 out 85 

of 1,455 public and municipality hospitals as “hospitals that need further consideration 86 

regarding the necessity of reorganization and integration” (hospitals subject to reevaluation, 87 

hereinafter, “listed hospitals”). It released a list with the names of these hospitals and their 88 

medical performance data (hereinafter, “the list”) on September 26, 2019.11 According to 89 

MHLW, reorganization and integration include downsizing, functional differentiation, and 90 
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consolidation.17 Moreover, the number of hospital beds by function was the main monitoring 91 

indicator before and after the publication of the list18 and subsidies for reorganization also 92 

encourage functional differentiation and reduction of hospital beds.19 As such, the publication 93 

of this list was mainly focused on functional differentiation of hospital beds. MHLW 94 

established two selection criteria regarding the designation of the listed hospitals: that they 95 

“have only a small number of medical practices” and are “similar and close to others.” 96 

MHLW set Categories A and B, including nine and six evaluation items, respectively.20 If a 97 

hospital has fewer cases of all nine items in Category A than the number of cases 98 

corresponding to the 33.3 percentile among all the public and municipality hospitals, the 99 

hospital meets the former criteria (“has only a small number of medical practices”). On the 100 

other hand, if there are two or more hospitals that have a high number of cases for all six 101 

items among Category B in the same vision area,9, 10 and each hospital is located less than 20 102 

minutes away by car, hospitals in this vision area meet the latter criteria (“similar and close to 103 

others”). Hospitals were designated as the listed hospitals if they met either of two criteria. 104 

The MHLW declared that the release of the list aimed to stimulate discussions at the CHCV 105 

coordination meetings based on the current and future regional visions. Despite the MHLW’s 106 

intent, the media described the list as a “hospital restructuring list” forced by the 107 

government.21 Furthermore, the selection criteria, evaluation items, and analysis methods 108 

were pointed out as biased and arbitrary.22, 23 The National Governors’ Association and the 109 
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Japan Medical Association expressed concern that the list would cause chaos in local 110 

communities.24-27 111 

The policy effects of this list publication have not been adequately objectively 112 

discussed. The MHLW reported that progress in functional differentiation has been made as of 113 

2021 for the hospitals listed in 2019.18 From 2019 to 2021, the total number of beds in the 114 

listed hospitals decreased by approximately 4,000, including a decrease of approximately 115 

4,100 acute care beds and an increase of approximately 1,700 convalescent beds.18 However, 116 

whether this functional differentiation differs from that in non-listed hospitals is unclear, and 117 

the impact of the publication of the list on factors other than the differentiation of hospital bed 118 

functions requires study. Even if the number of beds by function did not change, progress can 119 

be thought made if it promotes discussion and role-sharing in the community, and if 120 

reputational damage becomes apparent, it should be corrected. Therefore, two objectives were 121 

set in this study. The first objective was to clarify the status of functional differentiation of 122 

hospital beds in listed hospitals compared to non-listed hospitals in Japan. The second 123 

objective was to evaluate the impact of the release of the list on the number of admission 124 

cases at the listed hospitals. The admission cases analyzed were admissions for 125 

gastrointestinal cancer surgery, admissions via ambulance, and admissions with a femoral 126 

fracture, which are included in the evaluation items in Categories A and B when the listed 127 

hospitals were selected.11 128 
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2. Materials and Methods 131 

2.1. Description of functional differentiation of hospital bed status of listed hospitals 132 

The data source used was the report on the bed functions released annually by the 133 

MHLW.8 The bed function reporting system requires hospitals nationwide to report based on 134 

hospital wards starting in FY 2014. The report on the bed functions system covers only 135 

licensed general and long-term care beds defined in the Medical Service Act,8 hereinafter, 136 

“Licensed beds”; this includes general and long-term care beds, but not psychiatric, infectious 137 

disease, or tuberculosis beds. The hospitals having general or long-term care beds are required 138 

to report on the number of beds by functions, number of patients, number of workforce, 139 

number of medical devices, number of surgeries, and other specific medical details, with 140 

approximately 400 items of data as of July 1 of each year. 141 

Hospitals included in the report in 2017 were classified into two classes: listed and 142 

non-listed. Listed hospitals were 417 hospitals out of the 424 listed hospitals initially selected 143 

for reevaluation11, excluding the 7 later exempted from the list.28 For both listed and 144 

non-listed hospitals, those that did not report on the number of beds by function in either 2019 145 

or 2021 were excluded. Listed and non-listed hospitals that reported the number of beds by 146 

function in 2019 and 2021 were classified into three classes: those that increased, decreased, 147 

or saw no change in the total number of licensed beds from 2019 to 2021. Hospitals with no 148 

change in the total number of licensed beds, were furthermore grouped into those with and 149 
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those without a change in the number of licensed beds by function, i.e., advanced acute care 150 

phase, acute care phase, convalescent phase, chronic care phase, and inactive. The number of 151 

hospitals in each classification is described. In addition, the total number of licensed beds in 152 

2019 and 2021, the proportion of change in the number of beds, and the change in the number 153 

of beds per hospital in the same period were described by each function.  154 

 155 

2.2. Impact of the release of the list on admissions to the listed hospitals 156 

Data source and study population 157 

The Diagnosis Procedure Combination (DPC) database of a research group funded 158 

by the MHLW was used for this study. The database consists of DPC data from mainly acute 159 

care hospitals that are voluntarily participating. Approximately 1,200 hospitals are 160 

participating across Japan, comprising both public and private hospitals.29 The DPC/per-diem 161 

payment system (PDPS) is a Japanese prospective payment system applied to acute care 162 

hospitals. Although not all DPC/PDPS hospitals are included in the DPC research database, 163 

individual data are available for research purposes30. As described in detail elsewhere,31 the 164 

DPC data includes insurance claims, the patient’s clinical characteristics, and records of 165 

clinical services. The clinical characteristics include age, gender, admission and discharge 166 

statuses and date, cause of admission, primary diagnosis, diagnosis for which most and 167 

second most of the medical resources, and other data. All diagnoses were classified according 168 
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to the International Classification of Diseases, 10th Revision (ICD-10) codes. 169 

Among the research database, the study included public and municipal hospitals in 170 

vision areas with a population of less than 1 million and those provided with DPC data Form 171 

1 for 36 months from April 2018 to March 2021. Hospitals in vision areas with a population 172 

of 1 million or more were excluded because public and municipal hospitals in such areas were 173 

not requested to reevaluate even if they met the “similar and close to others” criterion.17 The 174 

selected hospitals were divided into the listed hospital group and the controlled hospital group. 175 

The listed hospital group consisted of hospitals that met the criteria of the 417 listed hospitals 176 

in Section 2.1. The control hospital group consisted of hospitals that were not included in the 177 

listed hospitals and met eight of the nine evaluation items in Category A or five of the six 178 

evaluation items in Category B. The individual hospitals around this cutoff in both listed 179 

hospital group and controlled hospital group are almost homogeneous, considered to “have 180 

only a small number of medical practices” or “similar and close to others.” The difference 181 

between the two groups is considered to be whether or not they were selected as listed 182 

hospitals. By comparing outcomes between the two groups, it is possible to consider the 183 

observed difference to be the impact of being selected as listed hospitals.  184 

The study period lasted 143 weeks, from week 14, 2018 (week beginning Monday, 185 

April 2, according to ISO 8601) to week 52, 2020 (beginning December 21). While the 186 

inclusion hospitals were those that provided 36 months of DPC data, the reason for setting the 187 
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study period as 143 weeks (about 33 months) was that DPC data is generated monthly after 188 

discharge from the hospital. If the study period is set up to the end of March 2021, DPC data 189 

for cases admitted by the end of March 2021 and discharged after April 2021 will not be 190 

generated, resulting in an undercount of the actual number of cases.  191 

Three types of cases newly admitted to the listed and control hospital groups during 192 

the study period were extracted: those who underwent gastrointestinal cancer surgery, those 193 

arriving via ambulance, and those with a femoral fracture. These three case types were 194 

identified as the target population. The process for selecting the three types of cases had three 195 

steps. Firstly, the three types of cases were selected among evaluation items included in 196 

Categories A and B. The number of cases (for only June every year) in each evaluation item 197 

included in Categories A and B is disclosed and is considered to be likely affected by the 198 

release of the list. Secondly, among all the nine and six evaluation items in Categories A and 199 

B, respectively, the evaluation items that rely on facilities and specialized personnel, such as 200 

cardiac, pediatric, and obstetric care, were excluded because the short-term effects of the 201 

release of the list are not expected. Finally, to examine the impact of the release of the list on 202 

major types of cases, the cases that were not treated by more than 70% (calculated using the 203 

list) of the listed hospitals were excluded in this study,11. Admission cases for gastrointestinal 204 

cancer surgery were identified based on the following conditions: “Name of disease with the 205 

most resource-intensive” in DPC data was an ICD-10 code for gastrointestinal cancer, and the 206 
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corresponding surgery was performed (Supplemental Table 1). Admission cases via 207 

ambulance were identified as having a check of “Ambulance transport” in DPC data. 208 

Admission cases with a femoral fracture were identified as having ICD-10 code S72.x for 209 

either “Name of trigger diagnosis causing admission” or “Name of disease with the top input 210 

of medical resources” in DPC data. Admission cases missing “ambulance transport”, 211 

“scheduled/emergency admission classification”, or “discharge outcome” in Form 1 were 212 

excluded from the analysis. 213 

 214 

Statistical analysis 215 

For each of the listed hospital groups and the control hospital group, we described 216 

the establishment entity (the national government, public organizations, social insurance 217 

bodies, medical corporations, or others),32 the number of beds by function (total, advanced 218 

acute care, acute care, convalescent, chronic care, and inactive), region (Hokkaido, Tohoku, 219 

Kanto, Chubu, Kinki, Chushikoku, or Kyusyu), vision area category by population size 220 

(500,000–1 million, 200,000–500,000, 100,000–200,000, or less than 100,000), whether the 221 

hospital is a special functioning hospital or a regional medical care support hospital,10, 33 and 222 

the status of emergency hospital designation by MHLW (primary, secondary, or tertiary 223 

emergency), reported in the report on the bed functions 2019. For each of the three types of 224 

admission cases, age, gender, and length of stay in the hospital were described before and 225 
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after the release of the list for each listed hospital group and each control hospital group. 226 

Controlled Interrupted Time Series34 (CITS) analysis was performed to estimate the 227 

impact of the release of the list on the number of three types of admission cases in all the 228 

listed hospital group compared to the controlled hospital group. The dependent variables were 229 

the number of admissions for each of the three types of admissions divided by the number of 230 

1,000 new admissions to investigate the possibility that patients, ambulance teams, and other 231 

medical institutions may not choose the listed hospitals after the list was released, or that the 232 

listed hospital may have restructured its functions in response to the release of the list that 233 

showed the low number of cases. Poisson or quasi-Poisson distributions were assumed 234 

considering the data's overdispersion. Seasonality was considered by including harmonic 235 

terms.35 The 39th week of 2019 (beginning September 23) was considered the exposure week, 236 

including September 26, 2019, the day of the list's release at the 24th working group meeting 237 

on the CHCV. Although the list was released on September 26, 2019, the MHLW officially 238 

requested each prefecture to reevaluate the listed hospitals' functions on January 17, 2020. To 239 

account for the possibility of the impact on listed hospitals by triggering the official request, a 240 

sensitivity analysis where exposure week was the 3rd week of 2020 was performed. The model 241 

used was explained in detail in Appendix. Our primary interest was the difference in the slope 242 

change between the listed hospital group and the control hospital group. 243 

A two-sided p-value of 5% was considered statistically significant. CITS analysis 244 
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was performed using R (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria) version 245 

4.2.1 and tsModel package version 0.6.1. 246 

Data used in this study were anonymized and approved by the Ethics Committee, 247 

Graduate School of Medicine, Kyoto University (Approval No.: R0135).  248 

  249 
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3. Results 250 

3.1. Description of functional differentiation of hospital bed status in listed hospitals 251 

 Some 7,244 hospitals included in the report on the bed functions in FY 2017 were 252 

classified into 417 listed hospitals and 6,827 non-listed hospitals. The number of listed and 253 

non-listed hospitals that reported the number of licensed beds in both 2019 and 2021 were 254 

398 and 6,415, respectively (Supplemental Figure 1). Table 1 shows the functional 255 

differentiation classification of listed and non-listed hospitals. Differences were observed 256 

between the listed and non-listed hospitals in the decrease in the total number of licensed beds 257 

(χ2(1) = 31.92, p < 0.01) and change in the number of licensed beds by function (χ2(1) =19.08, 258 

p < 0.01). For 2019 and 2021, Table 2 shows the number of licensed beds, the proportion of 259 

change in the number of licensed beds, and the mean change in the number of beds per 260 

hospital by function for each of the listed and non-listed hospitals that reported the number of 261 

licensed beds in both 2019 and 2021.  262 

 263 
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Table 1. Description of functional differentiation status (n, (%)) 264 

  Listed hospitals (n = 398) 
Non-listed hospitals  

(n = 6,415) 

Increase in the total number of beds 14 ( 3.4)  411 ( 6.0) 

Decrease in the total number of beds 79 ( 18.9)  693 ( 10.2) 

No change in the total number of beds      

with change in the number of beds by function 83 ( 19.9)  854 ( 12.5) 

without change in the number of beds by function 222 ( 53.2)  4,457 ( 65.3) 

Table 2. Number in 2019 and 2021, change proportion, and change in number per hospital of beds by function 265 

  
Total 

Advanced 

acute care 
Acute care Convalescent Chronic care Inactive 

Listed hospitals  

(n = 398) 

Number of beds in 2019 62,693 1,252 32,681 13,312 12,940 2,508 

Number of beds in 2021 61,099 1,100 30,027 15,655 12,489 1,828 

Change proportion -2.5% -12.1% -8.1% 17.6% -3.5% -27.1% 

Mean change in the number of 

beds per hospital -4.01 -0.38 -6.67 5.89 -1.13 -1.71 

Non-listed hospitals  

(n = 6,415) 

Number of beds in 2019 1,091,582 155,968 466,307 154,742 294,998 19,567 

Number of beds in 2021 1,078,083 152,772 469,166 159,687 280,739 15,719 

Change proportion -1.2% -2.0% 0.6% 3.2% -4.8% -19.7% 

Mean change in the number of 

beds per hospital -2.10 -0.50 0.45 0.77 -2.22 -0.60 
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3.2. Impact of the release of the list on the admission to the listed hospitals 266 

 Among the hospitals included in the DPC research database, 90 hospitals were 267 

extracted that met the criteria described previously: public and municipal hospitals in vision 268 

areas with a population of less than 1 million and those provided with DPC data Form 1 for 269 

36 months from April 2018 to March 2021. The entire number of cases admitted to these 270 

hospitals during the 143-week study period (April 2, 2018–December 27, 2020) was 271 

1,148,442. The 90 extracted hospitals comprised 40 hospitals in the listed hospital group and 272 

56 hospitals in the control hospital group, with total admissions of 369,692 and 778,750 cases, 273 

respectively. Table 3 shows the characteristics of hospitals in each group. Table 4 shows the 274 

patients' background of each case before and after the release of the list.  275 

Figure 1 shows the weekly outcomes by case in each listed and controlled hospital 276 

group with the result of the CITS analysis. The results of the CITS analysis showed that the 277 

impact of the release of the list on the outcomes in the listed hospital group was not 278 

statistically significant compared to one in the control hospital group, both in the primary and 279 

sensitivity analyses.  280 

 281 

 282 

  283 
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Table 3. Characteristics of hospitals in each group 284 

  

Listed hospital group 

(n = 40) 

 Control hospital 

group (n = 56) 

Region, n (%)      

Hokkaido 2 (5.0)  1 (1.8) 

Tohoku 3 (7.5)  4 (7.1) 

Kanto 7 (17.5)  10 (17.9) 

Chubu 13 (32.5)  16 (28.6) 

Kinki 4 (10.0)  6 (10.7) 

Chushikoku 7 (17.5)  11 (19.6) 

Kyusyu 4 (10.0)  8 (14.3) 

Vision Area category by population, n (%) 

500,000–1 million 22 (55.0)  27 (48.2) 

200,000–500,000 17 (42.5)  20 (35.7) 

100,000–200,000 1 (2.5)  4 (7.1) 

Less than 100,000 0 (0.0)  5 (8.9) 

Emergency hospitals, n (%)      

Tertiary emergency facility 0 (0.0)  2 (3.6) 

Secondary emergency facility 35 (87.5)  50 (89.3) 

Primary emergency facility 37 (92.5)  52 (92.9) 

Approval status, n (%)      

Special functioning hospital 0 (0.0)  0 (0.0) 

Regional medical care support hospital 12 (30.0)  27 (48.2) 

Establishment entity, n (%)      

National government 8 (20.0)  23 (41.1) 

Public organizations 25 (62.5)  24 (42.9) 

Social insurance bodies 2 (5.0)  2 (3.6) 

Medical corporations 1 (2.5)  3 (5.4) 

Others 4 (10.0)  4 (7.1) 

Number of beds by function, median (IQR) 

Total 226.5  (180, 308)  291  (236, 369) 

Advanced acute care 0  (0, 0)  3.5  (0, 12) 

Acute care 149  (120, 215)  175  (118, 256) 

Convalescent 47  (0, 60)  48  (0, 75) 

Chronic care 0  (0, 52)  0  (0, 38) 

Inactive 0  (0, 0)  0  (0, 3) 
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Table 4. Patient background of each case  285 

  Listed hospital group (n = 40)  Control hospital group (n = 56) 

  
Before the release 

 of the list  

After the release  

of the list  

Before the release  

of the list  

After the release  

of the list 

Admission cases for gastrointestinal cancer surgery 

Number of cases, n 6,063  5,077   15,440   12,724  

Gender - male, n (%) 3,736 (61.6) 3,158 (62.2)  9,751 (63.2)  8,073 (63.5) 

Age, median (IQR) 74 (67, 81) 74 (68, 81)  72 (65, 79)  72 (65, 79) 

Length of stay, median (IQR) 17 (10, 31) 16 (9, 29)  14 (8, 24)  13 (8, 22) 

Admission cases via ambulance transport 

Number of cases, n 33,285   26,919   67,584   53,276  

Gender - male, n (%) 16,336 (49.1)  13,299 (49.4)  34,834 (51.5)  27,497 (51.6) 

Age, median (IQR) 80 (68, 87)  80 (70, 88)  78 (65, 86)  79 (67, 87) 

Length of stay, median (IQR) 13 (5, 31)  14 (5, 32)  13 (5, 28)  14 (6, 28) 

Admission cases with a femoral fracture 

Number of cases, n 4,097   3,552   6,196   5,315  

Gender - male, n (%) 922 (22.5)  817 (23.0)  1,513 (24.4)  1,256 (23.6) 

Age, median (IQR) 85 (78, 90)  85 (78, 90)  85 (77, 90)  85 (78, 90) 

Length of stay, median (IQR) 42 (24, 64)  39 (23, 59)  32 (20, 56)  30 (20, 53) 

* Before and after the release of the list indicate the period from April 2, 2018, to September 25, 2019, and from September 26, 2019, to 

December 27, 2020, respectively. 

 286 
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 287 

Figure 1. Weekly number of each admission cases per 1,000 newly admission cases with the 288 

results of CITS analysis 289 

The three graphs on the left and right sides show the primary and sensitivity analysis results, 290 

respectively. The y-axis indicates the outcomes, and the x-axis indicates the year and week 291 

numbers. Each blue dot and orange triangle indicates the observed number for the listed and 292 

control hospital groups, respectively. Blue and dashed orange lines indicate the predicted 293 

trend in the listed and control hospital groups, respectively, based on the model. The vertical 294 
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dashed line indicates the exposure. RR: Rate Ratio. CI: Confidence Interval. 295 

  296 
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4. Discussion 297 

In this study, we showed the status of functional differentiation of hospital beds of 298 

the listed hospitals from FY 2019–2021 compared to non-listed hospitals using the bed 299 

functions report. Moreover, the impact of the release of the list on the number of three types 300 

of admission cases per 1,000 admissions at listed hospitals was evaluated by CITS analysis 301 

using DPC data. 302 

The results of the first analysis revealed that the functional differentiation of hospital 303 

beds of listed hospitals differs from those of non-listed hospitals. The percentage of listed 304 

hospitals that decreased the total number of licensed beds or changed the function of licensed 305 

beds was higher than that of non-listed hospitals. In addition, the number of acute care beds in 306 

listed hospitals decreased more than in non-listed hospitals, while the number of convalescent 307 

beds increased more than in non-listed hospitals. Despite the changes in the listed hospitals 308 

being the same as in the MHLW report,18 this study revealed that the functional differentiation 309 

of hospital beds of the listed hospitals is more remarkable than the non-listed hospitals. In 310 

addition, although the report of MHLW reported that 44 hospitals did not intend to change 311 

their function,18 our analysis showed that restructuring the healthcare delivery system is 312 

progressing. Publication of the list in 2019 could be one reason for the differences between 313 

listed and non-listed hospitals. In addition, the Hospital Bed Functional Reorganization 314 

Support Program,19, 27 established in 2020, may also have encouraged hospitals to conduct 315 
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functional differentiation of hospital beds, with a decrease in the total number of beds 316 

between 2019 and 2021. 317 

The findings of the CITS analysis were that the release of the list had no impact on 318 

the number of the three types of admission cases at the listed hospital group compared to the 319 

control hospital group. Despite reputational concerns caused by the publication of the list and 320 

its being treated as a “hospital restructured list”,21, 22, 36, 37 including a hospital on the list did 321 

not affect the decisions of emergency services or patients in choosing where to transport or 322 

hospitalize. As Miyazawa indicated,21 many listed hospitals provided messages to patients and 323 

stakeholders through their websites and publications after the list was published, potentially 324 

counteracting the negative impact. Neither the primary nor sensitivity analyses showed a 325 

significant impact on the number of the three types of admission cases at the listed hospital 326 

group. It was suggested that the role-sharing related to the three types of diseases evaluated in 327 

this study in the listed hospital group was not implemented compared to the control hospital 328 

group or might be implemented regardless of the timing of the release of the list or the official 329 

notification from the MHLW. Although no impacts were apparent during this study period, 330 

impacts may be apparent in longer-term studies, and further research is needed to assess 331 

impacts over a longer period. 332 

The restructuring of the healthcare delivery system in Japan is urgent. It is necessary 333 

to encourage discussions among public and private hospitals more actively. Policymakers 334 
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must also be aware of the adverse effects of reorganization and integration. In the UK, the 335 

reduction in the number of beds has made it more difficult to adapt to fluctuations in 336 

demand.38 In Canada, overcrowding in emergency services rose during reorganization,39 and 337 

mortality rates increased in the group receiving intensive care after reducing the number of 338 

beds.40 Public and municipal hospitals in Japan play a key role in treating COVID-19 cases, 339 

especially in areas with fewer than 100,000 people.41 Implementing policies to promote 340 

reorganization and integration with the premise of continuing to protect community healthcare 341 

is desired based on an analysis of the impact of the list’s release on various perspectives. In 342 

addition, it is important to implement reorganization and integration policies based on the 343 

supply and demand of the number of beds and various medical resources. In Denmark, the 344 

Ministry of Health and its advisory body, the National Board of Health, assigned specialized 345 

physicians to different regions and succeeded in centralizing hospitals.42  346 

This study has several limitations. First, we have not evaluated all aspects of hospital 347 

reorganization and integration; these generally include the change in the number of beds by 348 

medical function and the change in the hospitals; strategy without changing the number of 349 

beds.43 In this study, changes in the number of three types of cases were evaluated for 350 

reorganizations and consolidations that did not involve the number of beds. However, since 351 

this study selected and analyzed the three most important admission cases, for which many 352 

hospitals had already worked among Categories A and B, it is considered to have provided 353 
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fundamental knowledge regarding the impact of the release of the list. Second, the list’s 354 

impact on smaller hospitals might have been more significant than on larger hospitals. In 355 

general, smaller hospitals tend to be more financially unstable44 and experience more pressure 356 

for reorganization and integration. Further research is needed to clarify the detailed impact of 357 

the release of the list on smaller hospitals, for example, through analyses that do not rely on 358 

DPC data.  359 

Despite these limitations, this study is unique due to two perspectives. The first is 360 

that few studies have clarified the status of functional differentiation of hospital beds of listed 361 

hospitals compared to non-listed hospitals or have evaluated the impact of the release of the 362 

list, providing insight into the formulation of healthcare policy. Second, the CITS analysis, in 363 

which hospitals near the cutoff were used as the control hospital group, allowed us to compare 364 

whether there was an impact depending on whether the hospitals were classified as listed 365 

hospitals, which yielded reliable results. 366 

 367 

5. Conclusions 368 

Our analysis suggested that the listed hospitals underwent more significant functional 369 

differentiation of hospital beds than the non-listed hospitals, with a decrease in the number of 370 

acute care beds and an increase in convalescent beds. It also demonstrated that the release of 371 

the list did not influence the changes in the number of admissions for gastrointestinal cancer 372 
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surgery, admission via ambulance, or for those with a femoral fracture per 1,000 admission 373 

cases respectively, in the listed hospital groups.in listed hospitals. 374 
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Appendix. The model and parameters in a controlled interrupted time series analysis, 532 

regarding the release of the list 533 

The following model was used: 534 
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 535 

where 536 

y Sum of weekly admissions for gastrointestinal cancer surgery performed, via 

ambulance transport, or with a femoral fracture in each hospital group 

n Sum of weekly admissions in each hospital group 

time Number of weeks (0, 1, 2…142, from the first week of April, beginning April 2, 

2018) 

intervention Dummy variable indicating the release of the list (September 26, 2019) 

time after 

intervention 

Number of weeks (0, 1, 2…65, from the week that the list was released) 

G Dummy variable indicating the listed hospital group 

 537 

Estimated coefficients β0 to β7 are defined as below: 538 

β0 Intercept of the dependent variable before the release of the list 

β1 Baseline slope of the dependent variable before the release of the list 

β2 Level change in the control hospital group immediately after the release of the list 

β3 Slope change in the control hospital group after the list’s release 

β4 Difference in the intercept between the listed hospital group and the control hospital group 

when the number of weeks is�0 

β5 Slope difference the listed hospital group and the control hospital group before the release 
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of the list 

β6 Difference in level change between the listed hospital group and the control hospital 

group after the release of the list 

β7 Difference in slope change between the listed hospital group and the control hospital 

group after the release of the list 

 539 

 540 
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Figure Legends 542 

Figure 1. Weekly number of each admission case per 1,000 newly admission cases with the 543 

results of CITS analysis 544 

The three graphs on the left and right sides show the primary and sensitivity analysis results, 545 

respectively. The y-axis indicates the outcomes, and the x-axis indicates the year and week 546 

numbers. The vertical dashed line indicates the exposure. 547 

 548 
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